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This book has its origins in the conference Advances in the Sciences of
Language and Their Application to Second Language Teaching that was
held in Segovia (Spain) in 2010. The conference drew the attention of
language teachers to recent discoveries of Linguistics and
Psycholinguistics that are of paramount importance for understanding
mental processes underlying the acquisition of a language. Clearly, such
material should be included in teacher education where it will inspire
the design of materials and procedures for the language classroom.
  While teaching is linear, learning is not straightforward, as it involves
and activates mental processes that often run parallel to the instruction
received; thus, the term second language development is more realistic
than language learning and language acquisition.
After an introductory chapter by the editors, the volume is divided into
three parts, each of which is comprised of four chapters. A Corollary in
which the editors tie the authors’ findings together concludes the
monograph. Part I focuses on syntax and syntax processing; Part II deals
with the structure and processing of the lexicon; and Part III pays
attention to classroom learning and linguistic landscapes. Each part
starts with an enlightening overview by the editors in which they
summarize the themes contained in the following chapters. All the
contributors are lecturers in prestigious universities in the United States,
the United Kingdom, Japan and Spain.
  In Part I, Eguren’s chapter provides an interesting review of
parametric syntax and cross-linguistic syntactic variation. The
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contribution by Thomas G. Bever highlights the role of problem-solving
strategies in L1 acquisition; it also proposes problem-solving activities
for L2 learning, as well as processing strategies for segmenting texts
into units to enhance their readability. Finally, the chapter by Hoshino,
Dussias and Kroll advocates the fact that foreign language learners do
not totally disconnect from their mother tongue; further, if their L2
proficiency is limited, they benefit from receiving one source of input at
a time.
  Part II begins with a chapter by Elena de Miguel that successfully
applies the Generative Lexicon model to the Spanish language. In the
next study Iwasaki discusses issues related to the way students naturally
learn words; the author questions common classroom practices such as
vocabulary lists from a psycholinguistic point of view that proves, for
instance, that semantic fields classification is not enough, and that
contextualized lexical learning is only effective after a stage that studies
words in isolation. Lastly, Nudzhin explores the relationship between
emotion words and culturally based mental scripts in L1 that affect the
student’s L2 production.
  Part III is the most comprehensive one, as it establishes a link
between the two previous parts and actual language teaching. The
findings in Escandón’s chapter, within the Socio Cultural Theory of
learning, indicate that students with formal trajectories of language
learning and who are familiar with grammar instructional discourse
achieve better academic results. The chapter written by Zenuk-Nishide
and Tatsuki analyses Communicative Language Teaching and supports
the use of authentic literary texts in communicative lessons, a resource
usually absent from this method. Olga Bever’s chapter uses street signs
to illustrate L2 incidental learning outside the classroom in our
globalized society and our multilingual cities, with their linguistic
landscapes.
  In short, this well-structured book bridges the gap between the work
of language sciences theoreticians and that of language classroom
practitioners. It also provides a highly recommendable scientific
background for foreign language teachers beyond purely didactic
methodological approaches. All of this casts light for course materials
designers. Its balance between theory and practice makes it useful both
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for continuous reading and as reference text and it is relevant for both
in-service and trainee teachers.
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